SUSTAINABILITY

SSMC RECEIVES ECOFRIEND AWARD 2017
Mr. Jagadish CV, CEO of SSMC, who won
this individual award and is honored
for his effort in reducing the company’s
environmental footprint. He takes pride in
leading the organization to raise the green
standards and working with the community
to walk the green talk together.
Jagadish presented with EcoFriend Award by National
Environment Agency (NEA), 20th September

SSMC RECEIVES ITE DISTINGUISHED PARTNER AWARD 2017
Our long-standing collaborations created opportunities for:
1. Staffs of ITE to participate in ITE Real
Leadership
Programmes
on
people
management skills engaged by SSMC
Professionals
2. Microelectronic students of ITE to practice their
new skills through internships in SSMC
3. SSMC to offer NITEC courses for its employees
to be certified at its own facilities, which is the
first ITE’s Approved Training Centre in the
Electronics Sector
SSMC is honored to receive ITE Distinguished
Partner Award during the ITE’s Silver Jubilee
Celebration for our contributions in enhancing
quality teaching and learning of Microelectronics
course in NITEC.

Eco Garden upkeep by SSMC’s Gardening Interest Group
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GIVING BACK TO
OUR SOCIETY

MAKING A DIFFERENCE TO OUR COMMUNITY
2017 has been a busy year for SSMC. However, SSMC colleagues were still actively engaged
in various programs and services that exhibited the spirit of giving and sharing.

Volunteers from SSMC visited Red Cross Disabled Home
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Blood Donation Drives

Giving back to students on Family Day

“It is in your blood to save lives”. Everyone has
the ability to save lives through regular blood
donation.

On 7 October 2017, SSMC organized our biannual SSMC Family Day Carnival to celebrate
our family as a constant supporter and cheerleader that we continue to build our success
on, without which all will not be possible.

As part of the corporate social responsibility,
SSMC aims to bring about this awareness
and the opportunity to save lives through our
biannual blood donation drive. A total of 103
staffs participated in the 2 blood donation drives, with 77 bags of blood collected, which in
turn can help save 231 lives.

In partnership with Singapore Red Cross Society, we organized 2 blood donation drives and an awareness talk
given by Miss Christabelle Ong.

A great appreciation to all staff who had come forward during the blood donations. Especially
those who had overcome their fears, and gave blood for the first time in their lives. We hope that
this will be the beginning of a wonderful and meaningful journey.
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During Family Day, as part of SSMC’s
initiative to support upgrading and
lifelong learning, we gave out the SSMC
Book Prize award, to all the children
and staffs who are attending schools.
This year, we expanded our reach to
include Pre-School children. In total,
we gave out 658 Book Prizes, to 8
employees, 163 Pre-School, 294
Primary, 135 Secondary and 58
Tertiary children.
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Systems on Silicon Manufacturing Company (SSMC) SSMC is a joint venture of NXP and TSMC.
Manufacturing began in the year 2000 and to date, SSMC has grown into a sought after provider
of 8” wafer fabrication and foundry services.
SSMC is reputed to offer ﬂexible and cost effective semiconductor fabrication solutions with its
fully equipped SMIF cleanroom environment, 100% equipment automation and proven wafer
manufacturing processes transferred from our motherfabs.
Through the utilization of leading CMOS, Embedded Flash, High Performance Mixed Signal, RF,
BCD and Sensor processes, ranging from 0.25-micron to 0.11-micron technology, SSMC has
gained recognition from its global customers for consistently delivering wafers of high quality.
Our best-in-class yield, delivery lead-time, quality and reliability helps customers achieve ﬁrsttime-right in new product introduction and improve time-to-market. In partnership with its
parent companies, SSMC’s dedicated and motivated workforce continues to strive and innovate
to provide even higher levels of service and quality for customers, to be their choice leading
edge advanced wafer fab.

Our Journey
continues...
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